DATABASES FOR CURRENT NEWS

Provide text only (no images) of thousands of news sources, from local to international, typically for the last 30-40 years.

NexisUni (formerly LexisNexis academic) provides access to the full text of newspapers, magazines, wire services, radio and TV transcripts (in addition to business and legal content)

Newspapers through ProQuest provides the best way to search Hartford Courant (1992- ); also include access to New York Times (1980- ), Wall Street Journal (1984- ), and Washington Post (1987- )

Factiva includes the best coverage of CT news sources beyond Hartford Courant: include the region source code rst=usct in your search to limit to CT news sources. See News Pages tab for browseable access to last 2 weeks of Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Washington Post, USA Today
HISTORICAL NEWSPAPER DATABASES
Includes images of pages in addition to searchable content. (See also Ethnic & Minority Newspapers)

**America’s Historical Newspapers** includes content from more than 50 Connecticut newspapers from the 1750s through the early 20th century


INTERNATIONAL NEWS SOURCES

**Times of London Digital Archive**: Full facsimile images of specific articles and complete pages of the Times of London. Includes all articles, advertisements and illustrations/photos. Updated annually. 1785-2012

**Chinese Newspaper Collection**: Access to 12 English-language Chinese newspapers from 1832-1953

**Latin American Newsstream**: full text of over 40 Latin American newspapers

ETHNIC & MINORITY NEWSPAPERS

**African American Newspapers (Accessible archives)** contains “a wealth of information about cultural life and history from 1827 to 1902 and contains first-hand reports of major events and issues of the day.”

**American Indian Newspapers** “aims to present a diverse and robust collection of print journalism from Indigenous peoples of the US and Canada over more than 9,000 individual editions from 1828-2016”


**U.S. Hispanic Newsstream** contains Hispanic/Latino newspapers, news wires, websites and blogs in full text from US publishers in both Spanish and English including El Diario/La Prensa (New York City), La Opinión (Los Angeles), La Prensa (San Antonio) and Extra (Chicago). Current; coverage varies by newspaper; mostly 1990-present
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